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Abstract:

One of the key claims I have defended is that the longstanding arguments over whether concepts are either 
(mental) representations or (non-representational) abilities gets its premises fundamentally wrong. Concepts 
must be both. When we reflect on them – when we consider our concepts as concepts – they just are 
representations; but when we possess and employ them non-reflectively then, logically, they must be 
something else: and here, "non-representational ability" seems the best description.

In order to advance this position, however, I must first be as clear as possible what I mean by representations, 
either of the iconic or symbolic variety. (I will use “symbol” and “symbolic representation” interchangeably.) 
A major stumbling block to resolving the conflict between the representationalists and the anti-
representationalists is that, too often on both sides of the aisle, the term "representation" is used without any 
attempt at definition. I certainly won't claim my definition to be the correct one, but it is an attempt at clarity 
and, with respect to how I wish to apply the answer -- because, I think, one must always keep the application 
in mind -- a step in the right direction!

Symbols are commonly taken to be amodal, context-free, arbitrary, discrete, and observer independent. I 
argue that the first four are at best understood as idealizations, and the last is simply wrong – with respect to 
any kind of representation.  On this point, I take my cue from Sussex University's Inman Harvey, who writes, 
“ “The gun I reach for when I hear the word representation  has this engraved on it: ’When P  is used by Q  to 
represent R  to S , who is Q and who is S  .(1992, p. 7)?” Once symbols are understood as modally grounded, 
sensitive to context, only apparently arbitrary, in constant tension between their individuability and their 
continuity with closely related symbols – and, perhaps most critically, always dependent on an observer's 
recognition of them and an observer's point of view – many of the difficulties, the confusions, and the 
arguments over symbolic representations go away.  A computer is no more doing symbol manipulation on its  
own – a point eloquently made by Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores in (1986) – than the neurons of the 
brain are, on their own, processing (physical) symbols. Both depend on an interpreter.

If symbolic representations make binary distinctions, iconic representations make graded, analogue 
distinctions. Icons differ from symbols in that icons are normally neither meaningless nor arbitrary. They are 
clearly modally grounded – understood as pictures, they are grounded in the visual modality. Their 
interpretation is unambiguously sensitive to context; partly in consequence, they lack the combinatorial 
syntax and semantics typically associated with their symbolic brethren. Given the approach I have already 
taken to symbolic representations, iconic representations can be understood as existing along a common 
continuum, with each of the requirements I have cited relaxed. Toward one end, iconic representations blend 
over into symbolic ones, and vice versa.

There is nothing, in the definitions I offer, to distinguish mental representations from any other kind of 
representation.  Ontologically, a representation – as I intend the term – is not so much a thing as an 
intentional perspective than an observer takes toward a thing: be it a picture, a painting, a poem – or a belief, 
a conviction, an idea.
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